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Abstract: Researchers have a long-standing interest in understanding the causes and consequences of inequality. One
approach to analyzing inequality is to compare average economic choices from a classical theoretical framework.
Another approach considers the impact of the formation of society, through statutes and institutions, on average
economic outcomes. This dissertation studies the effects of slavery on black-white wealth inequality upon the
emancipation of slaves in the US using historical, cross-sectional data from the Integrated Public Use Microdata
Samples (IPUMS).
Foremost, a theory of relative wealth is presented, where wealth is determined by group-specific wages, hours of work,
consumption, and interest rates. Historical black-white differences in wealth were estimated using regression
decomposition. This technique decomposes economic differences into the portion explained by differences in
characteristics and the unexplained portion due to different returns to a set of characteristics (See, e.g., Blinder 1973
and Oaxaca 1973). Results confirm that we cannot reject that the claim that, when comparing the wealth of ex-slaves
to the wealth whites, differences in wealth due to unexplained (or discrimination) effects dominate the portion due to
classical characteristic differences.
Furthermore, the size and source of contemporary black-white wealth differences have historical roots: In 1870, at
least 75 percent of white-black wealth differences were not explained by characteristic differences described by the
classical model when employing the primary index. This is consistent with wealth decompositions of late twentieth
century data that shows that three-quarters of white-black differences in wealth were unexplained (See, e.g., Blau and
Graham 1990).
Finally, since unexplained differences in states that abolished slavery after the Civil War were 10 percent higher than
unexplained effects in states that abolished slavery well before the Civil War and the magnitudes of the unexplained
effects were similar over the long-run, we cannot reject the existence of a negatively bounded correlation between the
duration of time from enslavement and the magnitude of unexplained differences in wealth.
This paper is a revision of the 2002 paper, entitled “Long Run Wealth Inequality”, written by James E Curtis, Jr. Portions
of this paper are under consideration for publication in professional research journals. James would like to thank Dr.
John C Ham, Ph.D. from Princeton University, Princeton, NJ USA, for committee advisor comments. James would like to
thank Dr. Richard H. Steckel, Ph.D. from The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois USA, for committee advisor
comments.

1. INTRODUCTION
The day after a slave is emancipated from an intergenerational experience of enslavement, what are his or her goals?
Does the slave have a short-run objective to supply labor and consume necessary commodities in a manner that
highly discounts the future in order to survive on a day to day basis at the expense of future consumption, or does
the slave have a long-run objective to store material possessions in a manner that minimizes current consumption,
possibly below subsistence, in order to provide a better experience for his or her children?
Prior to mass emancipation of southern slaves after the Civil War, only a small number of ‘free’ blacks had an
opportunity to make such decisions. The experiences of Black-Americans in the United States can be divided into
three separate investigations based on the status of their citizenship: (i) the experience of free blacks prior to the
adoption of the fourteenth amendment of the US Constitution, (ii) the experience of slaves prior to emancipation,
and (iii) the experiences of all blacks after the adoption of the fourteenth amendment to the US Constitution.
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2. AFTER SLAVERY, THE DOMINANT EMPLOYMENT OF BLACKS WAS SHARECROPPING
“The super-exploitation of black tenants and sharecroppers was commonplace in the South. In theory the poor
black farmer could sell his or her share of crops, pay off his or her debts, and buy his or her own land. But most
were not able to make enough to escape the cycle of debt and to think of becoming landowners. The next down from
sharecropping was debt peonage, where the planter would by force not allow a cropper to leave. Debt peonage
involved the creation of laws to keep black laborers from leaving their ‘employment.’ They had limited choices:
Suffer quietly under the burden of debt and semi-slave working conditions or ‘run away and be pursued’”(p.253).
Ira Berlin (1974) reminds us that the experience of the blacks after slavery is directly linked to that of free blacks:
“In learning to deal with free blacks before the Civil War, …whites developed institutions, standards of personal
relations, and patterns of thought which they applied to all blacks after Emancipation. Segregation, black codes, the
convict-lease system, and the various forms of peonage usually associated with post-bellum South all victimized the
antebellum free Negro caste.
When the Emancipation Proclamation and the Thirteenth Amendment freed all blacks, whites applied the panoply
of attitudes and institutions they had long used to control the free Negro caste. In many instances, the magnitude of
the Emancipation and the libertarian spirit that accompanied it forbade immediate reinstatement of the forms of
white domination. But within a generation the web of constraints that had dominated the lives of antebellum free
Negroes had been imposed on all Negroes. In many ways, freedom—not slavery—was the taproot of postwar…race
relations” (Berlin, p. xiv)
Therefore, this study focuses on the economic plight of the average Black-American directly after the Civil War,
which, in hindsight, illuminated the path of the average contemporary Black-American. The study of racial
differences in factor market supply decisions and prices, as reflected in the literature on labor supply, wages and
income, presents only a subset of the factors that contribute to the wealth portfolios of black and white households.
Andrew Brimmer (1988) confirms this when stating: “The ownership of wealth by blacks reflects the same pattern
of deficits evident when one looks at money income. However, the shortfall of wealth is much larger. To a
considerable extent the latter can be traced to a long history of deprivation in this country” (p. 153).

3. RELATED STUDIES
Andrew Brimmer (1988) found that blacks held 7.2 percent of US aggregate income, but only 3 percent of US
aggregate wealth in 1984. This large disparity in wealth have persisted throughout the twentieth century: Between
1940 and 1988, the black mean was 13 to 23 percent of white mean, and the black median 4 to 10 percent of white
median (Wolff 1992). But the origin of these differences has not been researched. Several studies (See, e.g.,
Pennsylvania Abolitionist Society 1838, Society of Friends 1849, Dubois 1899, Jackson 1939, Soltow 1972, Soltow
1975, Berlin 1979, Higgs 1982, Spriggs 1984, Margo 1984, Hornsby 1989, Eggert 1997, Hershberg 1997, and
Bodenhorn 1999) have addressed historical differences in wealth. However, their results are often limited by nonrepresentative local samples, small samples, or descriptive analyses that do not employ potential explanatory
variables.
Historical Studies
Lee Soltow (1972; 1975) conducted one of the first in-depth studies of overall mid-nineteenth century wealth
accumulation patterns using the census population schedules. Note that these schedules were originally stored on
microfilms. He spun the microfilm half-turns to collect random, cross-sectional samples from 1850-1870. Soltow
used Gini coefficients to find that black wealth was less equally distributed among blacks than white wealth among
whites. He finds that "their inequality levels are strangely similar in the sense that a few held wealth" (Soltow, 1975,
p.145). Note that Soltow employs a small sample of 393 non-whites (1975) and 151 blacks (1972) to calculate his
results.
Several studies have analyzed the experience blacks prior to the mass emancipation of southern slaves. John Hope
Franklin (1943), Leon Litwick (1961) and Ira Berlin (1974) provide comprehensive accounts of free blacks.
Furthermore, Philadelphia Abolitionist Society (1838), Society of Friends (1849), Dubois (1899), Eggert (1997) and
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Hershberg (1997) provided original studies on free black wealth in localities within Pennsylvania. Also, Bodenhorn
(1999) studied racial inequality by analyzing wealth differences among darker and lighter free blacks in Maryland,
Virginia, North Carolina, Kentucky and Louisiana. But free blacks were only two percent of the US population at any
given time period.
Several studies have analyzed black-white wealth differences among in the south well after emancipation. Robert
Higgs (1982), Robert Margo (1984) and Anne Hornsby (1989) used tax records to analyze southern black-white
wealth differences between 1865 and 1915. They found strong yet limited wealth grains among blacks after
emancipation although their results are limited the southern economy.
Contemporary Studies
Researchers have also studied different aspects of white-black wealth differences using contemporary data For
instance, several studies have focused on white-black wealth differences due to differences in inheritance (See, e.g.,
Kotlikoff and Summers 1981, Menchik and Jianakopolis 1997, Wolff 1998, and Altonji, Doraszelski and Segal
2000). Other studies have focused on white-black wealth differences due to differences in income, savings and
preferences (See, e.g., Terrell 1971, Franklin and Smith 1977, Oliver and Shapiro 1989, Wolff 1992, Oliver and
Shapiro 1997, Conley 1999, Keister 2000a, Keister 2001,and Wolff 2001). Additional studies have focused on whiteblack wealth differences due to differences in assets and homeownership (See, e.g., Terrell 1971, Birmbaum and
Weston 1974, Brimmer 1988, Snyder 1989, Wolff 1992, Wolff 1998, Hurst, Luoh and Stafford 1998, Chiteji and
Stafford 1999, and Keister 2000b).
Several studies attempt assess the dominant source of wealth and wealth differences. Kotlikoff and Summers (1981)
produced a foundational study on aggregate wealth and found that intergenerational transfers were the most
significant factor in wealth accumulation. Conely (1999) proposed that legal and class barriers were the source of
black-white wealth differences1. Blau and Graham (1990) produced a seminal study of racial wealth inequality
using regression decomposition. After controlling for income and demographic variables, they found that 78
percent of the wealth gap remained unexplained in 1976.
These studies have made significant contributions to our understanding of economic discrimination in terms of
modern wealth differences. This study will build upon their findings by analyzing white-black wealth differences
directly after the Civil War and mass emancipation of southern slaves to obtain new insights into the historical and
intertemporal dimensions of the white-black wealth gap.

4. CLASSICAL VERSUS INSTITUTIONAL ECONOMIC DISCRIMINATION
Classical Perspectives
In general, discrimination is defined as “offering different opportunities to similar individuals who differ by color of
skin, ethnicity, gender, age or other characteristic” (Mankiw, 1997, p. 408). Statistical discrimination implies
“making predictions about a person based on membership in a certain group” (Stockton, 1999, p. 434) or “using an
individual’s membership in a certain group as information on the individual’s skill and productivity” (Borjas, 2000,
p.357). These types of discrimination are quite different than economic discrimination.
Gary Becker (1957) suggests that economic discrimination can be described as a ‘taste for discrimination,’ meaning
the individual “must act as if he were willing to pay something, either directly or in the form of reduced income, to
be associated with some persons instead of others…The money costs of a transaction do not always completely
measure net costs and a discrimination coefficient acts as a bridge between money and net costs” (Becker, 1957,
p.14).
Therefore, economic discrimination is either based on individual productivity differences or individual preferences
for a member of a particular group. The remedy to the latter is promoting competition for market discipline to
prevent sustaining such practices.
i.e. black codes in the south, coerced failure of Freedman's Bank in 1874, racial discrepancies in Old Age Insurance
in 1935, redlining in HOLC in 1933, and redlining in Federal Housing Authority & Veterans Administration in 1937.
1
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5. INSTITUTIONAL PERSPECTIVES
The definition economic discrimination is contingent upon one’s perspective of the organization of society: via the
individual or the institution. Howard Sherman (1996) suggests that the latter viewpoint is based upon dividing
social progress into: “Institutional and technical processes. The institutions include all human relationships in the
processes of production and distribution. These institutions thus include under capitalism the work relationship of
workers and bosses, the corporate structure, the trade unions, the whole financial process, and so forth. These
relationships or (non-preordained) processes can only be described for a single type of economy because evolution
has witnessed various types of economies and will most likely witness many more in the future. Thus, the,
institutionalist, must always be historically specific and must base its laws on the specific institutions of a specific
society”(Sherman, 1996, p.40).
Therefore economic discrimination occurs when these human relationships lead to divisions where one group with
at least one dominant factor, such as a population or resource majority, pursue an economically elevated position in
a common society over the other group via the technical processes of the institutions.

6. WEALTH AND DISCRIMINATION
The Purpose of Wealth
The purpose of wealth has varied from over time. From an economics perspective, wealth is the accumulation of
resources that have market value and can be liquidated for present and future consumption. This study proceeds
based on the most measurable assumption: households reside in a country with a mixed economy of markets and
social planning, such that they have an incentive to accumulate material wealth for intertemporal household
consumption and social influence. The following sections present: (i) the determinants of wealth, (ii) a
decomposition of wealth determinants into structural components and discrimination, and (iii) theoretical
differences in average wealth between members of two groups.
Becker (1957) and Arrow (1972) developed the most general theories of wage discrimination and favoritism.
Oaxaca (1973) and Blinder (1973) have mechanized their theories for empirical analysis. While their findings are
insightful, they cannot be directly applied to studying wealth differences since wealth is a complex combination of
wages and other variables.

7. A MODEL OF WEALTH FAVORITISM
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variables, such that equation [4] becomes2:

2
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8. DATA
This study employs a national representative sample and supplemental oversample of blacks, or ex-slaves, from the
Integrated Public Use Microdata Sample, IPUMS, in 1870. The source of IPUMS data is the population schedules of
the US census manuscripts. The US conducted its first census in 1790 and its first modern census in 1850 when
individuals became the units of enumeration3. Note that we must always be conscious of possible errors in
3 The

1870 census manuscripts contain responses to important socioeconomic inquiries including age, sex, color,
marital status, literacy status, whether the individual attended school during the year, occupation, state or country
of birth, value of real estate, and value of personal estate (other forms of wealth) for all individuals in a given
household.
Real estate value was enumerated based on guidelines specified in the Circular to Marshals. It specified that "under
heading 8 insert the value of real estate owned by each individual enumerated. You are to obtain the value of real
estate by inquiry of each individual who was supposed to own real estate, be the same located where it may, and
insert the amount in dollars. No abatement of the value is to be made on account of any
lien or encumbrance thereon in the nature of debt" (Magnuson 1995, p347) Personal estate value (other wealth)
was also enumerated based on guidelines that specified
"Personal estate is to be inclusive of all bonds, stocks, mortgages, notes, live stock, plate, jewels, or furniture, but
exclusive of wearing apparel" (p.349). For more on the quality of historical census data, see Wright 1900, Steckel
1991, and Magnuson 1995.
Note that sample includes the reported wealth of household heads. Enumerators only recorded the value of wealth
if an individual had more than 100 dollars in nominal wealth. Furthermore, zero wealth is not equivalent to zero
dollar-wages per hour, where one must account for the participation decision to obtain robust estimates. Instead,
not having any initial wealth, savings, and assets leads to one possessing zero wealth.
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enumeration when analyzing census data4. This sample overcomes some of these issues by combining a 1-in-100
random sample with a supplemental sample of 1-in-50 blacks from the 1870 US census manuscripts. The final
sample includes 18,929 black household heads and 68,096 white household heads5.
Descriptive Statistics
Sample descriptive statistics were presented in Table 1. In 1870, the average black household had $124 in wealth
while the average white household had $3,553 in wealth, such that the black mean was 3.5 percent of the white
mean. These estimates are consistent with the estimates by Lee Soltow (1972, 1975). Although Soltow (1972) only
collected a sample of 393 non-white individuals in 1870, he found the average black wealth was $73 and average
white wealth was $2,661. Using a sample of 151 black individuals, Soltow (1975) found similar results: average
black wealth was $74 while average white wealth in $2,691 in 1870.
On average, white household heads were likely to be literate more than black household heads: Table 1 shows that
89 percent of the white household heads in the sample could read and write while only 15 percent of black
household heads in the sample could read and write6.
Additionally, the structure of the average white household tended to differ from the structure of the average exslave household in 1870. Foremost, Table 1 shows that the average white household head in the sample was 43
years old while the average black household head in the sample was 40 years old. Furthermore, Table 1 shows that
82 percent of white household heads in the sample were married while 72 percent of black household heads in the
sample were married. Similarly, the average white household head in the sample had 2.5 children and 5.2
household members while the average black household head in the sample had 2.2 children and 4.7 household
members.
To analyze the statistical significance of racial differences in sample variables, hypothesis tests results were
presented in Table 2. T-tests were used to test the null hypothesis that the white-black difference in the population

Steckel (1991) recommends cautious use of the 19th and early 20th century U.S. census results. The original
purpose of the U.S. census was for taxation and U.S. House of Representatives appropriations. However, a “growing
desire for statistical information, curiosity about society, and heightened interest in international and regional
comparisons led to expanded collection by the federal census” (pp.582-83). He suggests that as the census data is
more disaggregated, the likelihood of error increases with early U.S. census data. He noted that under-enumeration,
over-enumeration and misreporting are errors that affect the quality of census data and led to the creation of the
Census Bureau in 1902. Some of these errors may be attributed to the poor training of early enumerators and lower
quality of early census administration. He found that larger households, non-traditional households (converted
homes), lower-educated persons and persons with poor English-language skills tended to be omitted from the
census. Steckel provides several examples of errors in census data collected on Blacks. For instance, changes in the
Black population over census years suggested under-enumeration in the 1870 census. “The extraordinarily low
increase during the 1860’s and very large increase during the 1870’s suggest the black population was significantly
underenumerated in the 1870 Census” (p.587). The change in back population was 9.9 percent between 1860 and
1870, and 34.9 percent between 1870 and 1880. Note that one must also consider the impact of the 1850 Fugitive
Slave Act and the 14th Amendment to the US Constitution, adopted in 1870, on the changes in these percentages
and the incentives of blacks to be enumerated.
5 Note that the sample studied in this paper was restricted to heads of households. Investigating the wealth from a
random sample of household heads is more productive than investigating a random sample of individuals since
wealth is often used to purchase durable goods and durables are more likely to benefit the entire household rather
than one individual in a household. Furthermore, census enumerators tended to sum up the wealth of a household
and report it under the head of household.
6 Note that most slaves were barred from learning to read and write. After emancipation, the only ex-slaves that
were likely to learn to read or write were younger household heads.
4
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means equals zero. Since the t-statistics were greater than critical value (2.576), we can reject the null hypothesis
that the white-black difference in the population means equals zero for all the variables in regression analysis at a
one percent level of significance.

9. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
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necessary for generating wealth7. This latter portion captures explained differences in wealth due to differences in
classical characteristics. The index of coefficients and means on the difference in means and coefficients,
respectively, can impact the empirical results. Blau and Graham (1990) recommend

differences in log wealth due to different averages of variables necessary for generating wealth8. This study will
provide empirical results based on both indices in equation [12] and [13].

7

Based on findings from Oaxaca and Ransom (1998), the variance is
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10. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Least-Squares Regression Estimates
Least squares estimates of coefficients in equations [4] and [6] are presented in Table 3. Based on calculations of
predicted average wealth differences between literate and illiterate households, literacy tended to provide a larger
wealth advantage to white 9.
Pooled sample calculations show that literate whites held 75.8 percent more wealth than illiterate whites while
literate blacks held only 18.6 percent more wealth than illiterate blacks. These results are confirmed when
analyzing the standard errors: Table 3 shows that literacy was a (highly) statistically significant for whites but not
for blacks.
8

Based on findings from Oaxaca and Ransom (1998), the variance is

Instead of analyzing regression coefficients on dummy variables in Table 3, differences in wealth were calculated
based on dummy variables, D, such as literacy status, marital status and urban/rural status, such that:
9
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When separating the sample by marital status, similar results were produced in the married sample: married
whites that were literate held 73.5 percent more wealth than married whites that were illiterate. However, married
blacks that were literate held 25.4 percent more wealth than married blacks that were illiterate. Furthermore, while
literacy was a critical wealth-generating factor for single whites, literacy did not provide wealth gains among single
blacks: single whites that were literate held 79.3 percent more wealth than single whites that were illiterate. But
single blacks that were literate held 6.2 percent less wealth than single blacks that were illiterate. Table 3 shows
that literacy was a, highly, statistically significant for whites but not for blacks.
Additionally, we can predict an increase wealth with an increase in age although the magnitude of the increase was
larger among literate and white household heads10. For blacks, we can predict a 3.3 percent increase in wealth with
an additional year of age among literate blacks and 1.9 percent increase among illiterate blacks, holding all other
variables constant. For whites, we can predict a 6.5 percent increase in wealth with an additional year of age among
literate whites and a 5.6 percent increase among illiterate whites, holding all other variables constant.
These findings did not vary significantly when separating the sample by marital status. For married blacks, we can
predict a 3.8 percent increase in wealth with an additional year of age among literate blacks and 2.3 percent
increase among illiterate blacks, holding all other variables constant. For single blacks, we can predict a 2.7 percent
increase in wealth with an additional year of age among literate blacks and 1.2 percent increase among illiterate
blacks, holding all other variables constant.
Furthermore, for married whites, we can predict a 6.7 percent increase in wealth with an additional year of age
among literate whites and 5.6 percent increase among illiterate whites, holding all other variables constant. For
single whites, we can predict a 5.3 percent increase in wealth with an additional year of age among literate whites
and 1.2 percent increase among illiterate blacks, holding all other variables constant. All relevant variables were
statistically significant except the age-literacy interaction variable for single whites. Age, age-squared and ageliteracy interaction terms were, highly, statistically significant in the black and white pooled samples.
Similarly, whites obtained higher wealth returns to household formation variables, such as marital status,
rural/urban status, and household size. Foremost, married whites held 62.1 percent more wealth than single whites
while married blacks possessed 49.5 percent more wealth than single blacks11. Table 3 shows that marital status
was a, highly, statistically significant wealth-generating factor for whites and blacks. Additionally, pooled sample
estimates show that rural whites held 77.2 percent more wealth than urban whites while rural blacks held 1.9
percent less wealth than urban blacks12.
Similar results were obtained when segmenting the sample by marital status: married whites residing in rural areas
held 77.3 percent more wealth than married whites residing in urban areas while married blacks residing in rural
areas held 8.0 percent more wealth than married blacks residing urban areas. Likewise, single whites residing in
rural areas held 76.6 percent more wealth than single whites residing in urban areas while single blacks residing in
rural areas held 25.9 percent less wealth than single blacks residing urban areas. Rural/urban status was
statistically insignificant only among single blacks.
Note that rural residence was, highly, statistically significant for whites but not statistically significant for blacks.
Pooled sample estimates also show that we can predict a 16.2 percent increase in white wealth with an additional
household member, holding all other variables constant, while we can predict an 8.2 percent increase in black
wealth with an additional household member, holding all other variables constant. Table 3 shows that household
size was, highly, statistically significant for blacks and whites.
10

Based on equations [4] and [6], the marginal effect of an additional year of age, at average age, for group j=w, B is

11

See note 8 for methodology.
See note 8 for methodology.

12
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When dividing the sample by marital status, whites obtain similar wealth advantages for whites: we can predict a
17.9 percent increase in wealth among married whites, holding all other variables constant, while we can predict a
12.5 percent increase among single whites, holding all other variables constant, with an additional household
member. For blacks, we can predict a 9.2 percent increase in wealth with an additional household member among
married blacks, holding all other variables constant, while we can predict a 5.6 percent increase among single
blacks, holding all other variables constant, with an additional household member. Table 3 shows that household
size was a, highly, statistically significant for blacks and whites in all samples.
Unlike other household formation variables, more children tended to lower average white wealth: We can predict a
8.0 percent decrease in white wealth, holding all other variables constant, and a 10.8 percent decrease in wealth
among married whites holding all other variables constant, with additional child. These estimates were, highly,
statistically significant, but Table 3 shows that the number of children in a household was not a statistically
significant factor for the wealth of singles and blacks, in all samples.

11. A TEMPORAL OAXACA-BLINDER DECOMPOSITIONS
Characteristic Test Results
Foremost, we reject the null hypothesis, [29], that differences in classical characteristics do not contribute whiteblack differences in wealth with a 99 percent level of confidence.
Pooled sample decompositions, reported in Table 4, show that the average white household had 429.2 percent
more wealth than the average black household. But if whites and blacks generated wealth according to black
functions (or coefficients), whites would have only held 150.5 percent more average wealth than blacks. These
results are consistent with results from segmenting the sample into married and single households in Table 5:
Married whites had 426.4 more wealth the married blacks. But married whites would have still held 135.8 percent
more wealth than married blacks if whites and blacks generated wealth according to black functions. Similarly,
single whites had 396.5 percent more wealth than single blacks. But single whites would have still held 149.4
percent of single blacks if whites and blacks generated wealth according to black functions.
Instead of observing the 429 percent wealth advantage for whites, pooled sample estimates show that whites would
have still held 79.2 percent more average wealth than blacks if whites and blacks generated wealth according to
white functions. These results are also consistent with results from segmenting the sample into married and single
households in Table 5. Married whites had 426.4 more wealth the married blacks. But married whites would have
still held 77.8 percent more wealth than married blacks if whites and blacks generated wealth according to white
functions. Similarly, single whites had 396.5 percent more wealth than single blacks. But single whites would have
still held 56.0 percent of single blacks if whites and blacks generated wealth according to white functions. Note that
these results, whether employing the white or black functions, must be interpreted with caution since slaves were
often not permitted to read, write or choose the structure of their household.
Discrimination Test Results
Second, we reject the null hypothesis, [30], that discrimination did not contribute to white-black differences in
wealth with a 99 percent level of confidence. Earlier, it was stated that pooled sample decompositions, reported in
Table 4, show that the average white household had 429.2 percent more wealth than the average black household.
But, in absence of discrimination, blacks would have held 350.0 percent more average wealth than they actually
possessed in 1870 if whites and blacks generated wealth according to the black wealth-generating characteristics.
Furthermore, these results are consistent with results from segmenting the sample into married and single
households in Table 5.Earlier, it was stated that that married whites held 426.4 more wealth the married blacks. But,
in absence of discrimination, married blacks would have held 348.5 percent more average wealth than they actually
possessed in 1870 if whites and blacks generated wealth according to black wealth-generating characteristics.
Similarly, earlier it was stated that single whites had 396.5 percent more wealth than single blacks. But, in absence
of discrimination, blacks would have held 340.6 percent more average wealth than they actually possessed in 1870
if whites and blacks generated wealth according to black wealth-generating characteristics.
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Similarly, in absence of discrimination, blacks would have held 278.7 percent more average wealth than they
actually possessed in 1870 if whites and blacks generated wealth according to the white wealth-generating
characteristics. Moreover, these results are consistent with results from segmenting the sample into married and
single households in Table 5.Earlier, it was stated that married whites held 426.4 more wealth the married blacks.
But, in absence of discrimination, married blacks would have held 290.5 percent more average wealth than they
actually possessed in 1870 if whites and blacks generated wealth according to white wealth-generating
characteristics. Similarly, earlier it was stated that single whites had 396.5 percent more wealth than single blacks.
But, in absence of discrimination, blacks would have held 247.1 percent more average wealth than they actually
possessed in 1870 if whites and blacks generated wealth according to white wealth-generating characteristics.
Dominance Test Results
Finally, characteristic tests results and discrimination test results in order to observe which factor was dominant. In
Tables 4 and 5, 99 percent confidence intervals on the mean were presented. Based on the primary index and
Pooled sample estimates in Table 4, 81.5 percent of white-black wealth differences were unexplained due, in part,
to discrimination. The mean for the population is above 75 percent and ranged between 78.3 and 86.3 percent with
a 99 percent level of confidence. Similar results were obtained when employing the primary index and separating
the samples by marital status: 81.7 percent of wealth differences between married whites and married blacks were
due, in part, to discrimination. The mean for the population ranged between 72.1 percent and 99.0 percent with a
99 percent level of confidence. Furthermore, 85.9 percent of wealth differences between single whites and single
blacks were due, in part, to discrimination. The mean for the population was above 75 percent and ranged between
81.3 percent and 93.3 percent with a 99 percent level of confidence.
Significant differences were not observed in the empirical results when employing the alternative index. Pooled
sample estimates based on the alternative index show that 64.9 percent of white-black wealth differences were
unexplained due, in part, to discrimination. The mean for the population was still above 50 percent and ranged
between 64.5 and 65.3 percent with a 99 percent level of confidence. Similar results were obtained when employing
the alternative index and separating the samples by marital status: 68.1 percent of wealth differences between
married whites and married blacks were due, in part, to discrimination. The mean for the population was above 50
percent and ranged between 67.4 percent and 68.6 percent with a 99 percent level of confidence.
Furthermore, 62.3 percent of wealth differences between single whites and single blacks were due, in part, to
discrimination. The mean for the population was above 50 percent and ranged between 61.2 percent and 63.2
percent with a 99 percent level of confidence.

12. THE SLAVERY HYPOTHESIS
Descriptive statistics presented in Table 1 show that early ex-slaves held three percent of white wealth in 1870.
Given the size of differences in black and white wealth, one might propose that enslavement constraints, as
represented by limitations on most or all choices that impact economic outcomes, are improperly omitted from
classical analyses. This proposition was tested by, i. comparing results of wealth decompositions over time and, ii.
decomposing wealth differences between whites and ex-slaves in slave states, tates that abolished slavery after the
Civil War, and northern states, states that abolished slavery well before the Civil War.
Intertemporal Oaxaca-Blinder Decompositions
Blau and Graham (1990) used data from the National Longitudinal Surveys, NLS, of young men and women in 1976
and 1978, respectively, to conduct a regression decomposition of wealth by race. After controlling for income and
demographic variables, they found that 78.2 percent of wealth gap remained unexplained in the married sample
and 78.1 percent was unexplained in the singles samples13. Similarly, in 1870, 81.7 percent of married whitedifferences were unexplained and 85.9 percent of single white-black differences were unexplained in 1870.

They suggested that barriers to businesses and housing, differences in labor market uncertainty and differences
in inheritances might explain their results.
13
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Oaxaca-Blinder Decompositions by State Slavery Status
Characteristic Test Results
Foremost, we reject the null hypothesis, [29], that differences in classical characteristics do not contribute to
differences in wealth among whites and blacks in slaves states and in northern states with a 99 percent level of
confidence. Table 6 shows that the average northern white household had 297.2 percent more wealth than the
average northern black household, and the average white household in a slave state had 411.0 percent more wealth
than the average black household in a slave state. But northern whites would have only held 129.7 percent more
average wealth than northern blacks and whites in slave states would have only held 137.5 percent more average
wealth than blacks in slave states if whites and blacks generated wealth according to black functions.
Similarly, if whites and blacks generated wealth according to white functions, northern whites would have still held
66.0 percent more average wealth than northern blacks and whites in slave states would have still held 49.7 percent
more average wealth than blacks in slave states. As stated earlier, these results must be interpreted with caution
since slaves were often not permitted to read, write or choose the structure of their household.
Discrimination Test Results
Second, we reject the null hypothesis, [29], that discrimination did not contribute to white-black differences in
wealth with a 99 percent level of confidence. Earlier, it was stated that decompositions, reported in Table 6, show
that the average northern white household had 297.2 percent more wealth than the average northern black
household and the average white household in slave states had 411.0 percent more wealth than the average black
household in slave states. But if whites and blacks generated wealth according to the average black wealthgenerating characteristics (or means), then, in absence of discrimination, northern blacks would have held 167.5
percent more wealth than they actually possessed and blacks in slave states would have held 273.5 percent more
wealth than they actually possessed in 1870. Similarly, if whites and blacks generated wealth according to the
average white wealth-generating characteristics, then, in absence of discrimination, northern blacks would have
held 231.1 percent more average wealth than they actually possessed and blacks in slave states would have held
361.3 percent more average wealth than they actually possessed in 1870.
Dominance Test Results
Finally, 99 percent confidence intervals on the mean were presented in Table 6. Northern sample estimates based
on the primary index show that 77.8 percent of white black wealth differences in northern states were unexplained
due, in part, to discrimination. The mean for the population ranged between 74.5 and 85.7 percent with a 99
percent level of confidence. However, slave sample estimates based on the primary index show that 87.9 percent of
white-black wealth differences in slave states were unexplained due, in part, to discrimination. The mean for the
population ranged between 83.7 and 94.2 percent with a 99 percent level of confidence. Thus, unexplained effects
were 10.1 percent higher in slave states based on the primary index.
Similarly, estimates based on the alternative index show that 56.4 percent of white-black wealth differences in
northern states were unexplained due, in part, to discrimination. The mean for the population ranged between 50.7
and 60.3 percent with a 99 percent level of confidence. However, 66.5 percent of white-black wealth differences in
slave states were unexplained due, in part, to discrimination. The mean for the population ranged between 65.9 and
67.0 percent with a 99 percent level of confidence.
Therefore, unexplained effects were also 10.1 percent higher in slave states based on the alternative index. Given
the enhanced dominance of unexplained effects in slave states directly after mass emancipation of southern slaves,
we, again, cannot reject the slavery hypothesis.

13. SUMMARY
In summary, since the lower boundary of the 99 percent confidence interval on the mean for unexplained effects
remained above 72 percent for decompositions in all samples, based on the primary index and, at least, above 50
percent for decompositions in all samples, based on the alternative index, we cannot reject that the claim that, when
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comparing the wealth of ex-slaves to the wealth whites, differences in wealth due to unexplained (or discrimination)
effects dominate the portion due to classical characteristic differences.
Furthermore, since unexplained differences in states that abolished slavery after the Civil War were 10 percent
higher than unexplained effects in states that abolished slavery well before the Civil War and the magnitudes of the
unexplained effects were similar over the long-run, we cannot reject the existence of a negatively bounded
correlation between the duration of time from enslavement and the magnitude ofunexplained differences in wealth.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF THE ECONOMETRIC EQUATIONS

which is equivalent to equation [6], where t=1870. By the same reasoning, equation [4] is obtained.
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Table 1: Sample Descriptive Statistics

Table 2: Testing White-Black Differences in Means

Table 3: Least Squares Regression
Coefficients by Race and Marital Status, Dependent Variable: Log Wealth
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Table 4: Summary of Estimates from Decomposing

White-Black Differences in Log Wealth for the Full Sample

Table 5: Summary of Estimates from Decomposing

White-Black Differences in Log Wealth by Marital Status
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Table 6: Summary of Estimates from Decomposing

White-Black Differences in Log Wealth by Slave State Status
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Pre-Undergraduate Program, Mathematics, UDC, Washington, DC

1989 – 1991

Pre-Undergraduate Program Degree, Diploma, Calvin Coolidge/transfer from Garfield

Colleges, Research Institutions & Universities, Employment of James E Curtis Jr
2003 – 2018

Independent Researcher & Research Economist, Education Foundation

2014 – 2018

Economics Education, Correspondent, Education Foundation

2002-Summer
Association

Econometrics, Teaching Assistant including graduate school fundamentals, American Economic
Summer Program at the University of Colorado, Denver, CO

2001-Summer
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Economics, Instructor, Executive Education, OSU Business School, Columbus, OH
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2000 – 2001

Applied Statistics, Instructor, Economics, Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, OH

1998 – 2002

Macroeconomics & Money and Banking, Teaching Assistant, Economics, OSU, Columbus, OH

1998 – 2002

Microeconomics & Intermediate Microeconomics, Instructor, Economics, OSU, Columbus, OH
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